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Abstract — We present the results of formal subjective listening tests of voice transported via ATM, emphasizing cell losses. The μ-law voice samples are divided into pairs of ATM cells, one containing most significant bits (MSB cells) and the other containing least significant bits (LSB cells). Based on isopreference testing, we conclude that (1) isolated blocks of 15 or fewer consecutive LSB cell losses (176 ms or less) are indistinguishable from the original speech and (2) LSB cell loss rates up to at least 10% (10−1) are indistinguishable from the original speech.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the maturing of ATM technology and the introduction of commercial ATM network services, there has been a resurgent interest recently in voice over ATM (VOA) techniques. A recent overview of VOA alternatives is given in [1]. This paper concerns a simple VOA technique and the potential subjective effects of ATM cell losses on perceived voice quality.

We consider a system in which 64 kb/s digital voice (8 kHz sampling, 8 bit/sample) is packetized by first dividing the samples into the four most significant bits (MSBs) and the four least significant bits (LSBs). Every 11.75 ms, a pair of ATM cells is generated by placing MSBs from 94 samples into the 47-octet payload of one AAL1 cell (MSB cell) and filling another AAL1 cell (LSB cell) with the corresponding LSB data. If an LSB cell is lost in transit, the receiver substitutes zero-level LSB data for the lost payload, to produce (effectively) 4-bit companded PCM. MSB cell losses are not considered here. Using the cell loss priority (CLP) bit in the ATM cell header, MSB cells would receive preference over LSB cells if network congestion necessitated cell discarding. This system was chosen because of its simplicity and potential robustness to LSB cell losses. Other details of the VOA protocol are discussed in [2], [3].

This investigation was partially supported by Sprint Corporation.

II. SUBJECTIVE TEST DESCRIPTION

A. Isopreference Testing

Our primary goal for the subjective tests was to determine, in a near-ideal listening environment, the point at which ATM cell losses of various types caused the recovered speech to be subjectively distinguishable from speech that had sustained no cell losses. This is a much more conservative approach than attempting to determine the point at which the losses become objectionable. Hence we chose isopreference testing as our methodology, instead of the more common mean opinion score (MOS) methodology. For an example of the latter in a packet voice context, see [4].

In isopreference tests, listeners (subjects) are presented with two versions of the same phrase, a “test” phrase and a “reference” phrase. The subjects are required to choose one as being preferable, even if they do not think there is any difference. Hypothesis testing is then used in post-processing the data to determine whether or not the two phrases are statistically distinguishable. Isopreference tests were used in an earlier study of voice packet losses [5].

B. Test Material

The test material was digitized speech sentences approximately three seconds long (approximately 250 MSB/LSB cell pairs) recorded through a standard telephone handset in low-noise surroundings and digitized using 8 kHz sampling and μ-255 PCM coding. The source material consisted of five phonetically balanced sentences spoken by three males and three females (one male and one female spoke the same sentence, and this pair was used exclusively for the test conditions involving added noise). All test phrases were generated by off-line computer processing.

C. Test Conditions

A total of 82 listening conditions was used, preceded by 5 practice conditions intended to familiarize the subjects with the test procedure. Each listening condition consisted of the pattern (Version 1–Version 2–Version 1–Version 2), where one version was the “reference” phrase and the other was the “test” phrase. The mapping from reference/test phrase to Version
1/2 was randomized, as was the order of the 82 listening conditions. All 87 conditions were recorded from workstations through analog I/O ports onto a Digital Audio Tape (DAT). The subjects listened to the conditions in a quiet room using standard telephone handsets connected to a DAT player. An auxiliary result of the testing was that the subjects and their listening environment were of sufficient quality that the subjects were able to distinguish original speech from speech with a 40 dB signal-to-noise ratio resulting from additive white noise, a result consistent with the testing in [5].

D. Subject Population

A total of 30 student volunteers participated as subjects in nine different sessions. There were 24 males and 13 native English speakers. Via hypothesis testing of the means, the listener population was determined to be statistically homogeneous at a 1% significance level in terms of sex, native language, and listening session. Similar hypothesis testing procedures were used to determine, for each test condition, a region of indistinguishability (at a 1% significance level) in terms of the proportion of listeners choosing the “test” phrase.

III. Results

For all LSB cell loss conditions, the “reference” phrase was the original speech and the “test” phrase was one in which cell losses had been simulated. For the “sanity check” condition (below), both Version 1 and Version 2 were the original speech. Each of these test conditions consisted of four listening conditions, one for each of four different speakers (two male and two female), resulting in 120 “votes” being cast for each test condition. For all of these conditions, the “reference” and “test” phrases are statistically indistinguishable if the percentage choosing the “test” phrase is between 39% and 61%.

A. Sanity Check

The proportion of users choosing the “test” phrase when the two phrases were in fact identical was 52.5%. This is well within the region of indistinguishability, indicating that there was no bias in the condition ordering.

B. LSB Cell Losses

In the first set of conditions, blocks of N LSB cells are lost with infinite spacing between block losses (N – inf conditions), i.e., only a single block of N LSB cells is lost. The starting position of the losses was the same for each phrase for all values of N, but the loss position was chosen to be different for each phrase (one at the beginning, two in the middle, one at the end of the phrase). All loss positions were deliberately chosen during active periods of the speech and in places that seemed to be sensitive to LSB cell losses.

Figure 1 shows the results of the N – inf conditions for N = 1, 3, 5, 10, and 15. All conditions are within the indistinguishable region, although the 15-inf condition is quite close to the distinguishability threshold. We conclude that under typical (less-than-ideal) listening conditions, blocks of consecutive LSB cell losses would be completely undetectable by VOA users for block lengths up to at least 15 cells (176 ms).

![Fig. 1. Results for an Isolated Block of N Lost LSB Cells.](image-url)
discarding exactly every other LSB cell. This somewhat surprising result (that no LSB information is preferable to some LSB information, specifically LSB information for only every other cell) may be somewhat influenced by the periodic nature of the every-other-cell losses, which created a subjectively annoying (“buzzing”) effect.

C. Noise Equivalency

To establish the speech quality during extreme congestion (all LSB cells lost), we determined the subjective equivalence between MSB-only speech and a more common and familiar speech quality measure: signal to noise ratio (SNR). To establish this subjective equivalence, the “reference” phrases were the original phrase with varying amounts of white gaussian noise added, and the “test” phrase was one in which all LSB cells were lost (but no other noise added). For the “reference” phrases, signal to noise ratio (SNR) was calculated as the ratio of the average signal power during active speech to the average noise power, as in [5]. The male and female phrases used for these conditions were the same as those used in [5], resulting in 60 “votes” being cast for each test condition and the indistinguishable region being between 35% and 65% choosing the “test” phrase. The results shown in Figure 3 indicate that speech with all LSB cells lost is subjectively equivalent to speech with an additive-noise SNR of approximately 29.5 dB.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Our results indicate that this simple method of transporting voice over an ATM network should be subjectively very robust in the face of LSB cell losses. The highly conservative nature of the isopreference testing conducted here should give even the most quality-conscious network providers confidence that voice quality using this system would not be adversely affected even for LSB cell loss rates in excess of 10% or isolated bursts of up to 15 consecutive LSB cell losses. An auxiliary result is that the worst speech quality for LSB-only losses would be subjectively equivalent to speech with SNR (additive noise) of approximately 29.5 dB.
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